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REASONING APTITUTDE 

 
Direction (1 – 5): 

Movies Person Colour 
The mask C and S Pink 
Ironman A and B Beige 
Superman E and P Yellow 
Avengers Q or U and R Green 
Dark night rises F and D White 
Unbreakable T and U or Q Blue 

1. (b) 
2. (b) 
3. (a) 
4. (e) 
5. (c) 
Direction (6-10) 
6. (e) V ≤ S < 𝐿 < 𝐽 
 I.  V < 𝐿(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒)  II. S<J (True) 
7. (b) M ≤ R < 𝐽 ≤ 𝐻 

I. M ≤ H(False)  II. R<H (True) 
8. (a) H ≥ F = G > 𝑀 

I. H>M(True)   II. H>G (False) 
9. (d) R < 𝐽 > 𝑇 ≤ 𝐿 

I. R = T(False)  II. J=L (False) 
10. (a) W = T ≥ K >F 

I.W ≥ K(True)  II. W=K (False) 
Direction (11-15) 

 
11. (d) 
12. (e) 
13. (a) 
14. (d) 
15. (c) 
Direction (16-20) 
The machine rearranges one number and one word in each 
step. It picks even numbers and odd numbers alternately, 
starting with even numbers, and arranges even numbers in 
ascending order  and odd numbers in descending order from 
left to right, while words are arranged in reverse alphabetical 
order from right to left. 
Input: vote 13 inn 54 16 air know 49 wonder 24 quick 39 
60 lucky 

Step I. 16 vote 13 inn 54 air know 49 24 quick 39 60 
lucky wonder 
Step II. 16 49 13 inn 54 air know 24 quick 39 60 lucky 
vote wonder 

Step III. 16 49 24 13 inn 54 air know 39 60 lucky quick 
vote wonder 
Step IV. 16 49 24 39 13 inn 54 air 60 know lucky quick 
vote wonder 
Step V. 16 49 24 39 54 13 air 60 inn know lucky quick 
vote wonder 
Step VI. 16 49 24 39 54 13 60 air inn know lucky quick 
vote wonder 

16. (c) 
17. (b) 
18. (c) 
19. (a) 
20. (c) 
Direction (21-25) 
21. (d) I is advisable because it will ensure safe running of 

trains and the well-being of passengers. II is also 
advisable because this will reduce the crowd during peak 
hours. III is advisable because it will restrict the over-
burden.  

22. (a) I does not follow because it will be a violation of 
fundamental right.  
II does not follow because the statement does not say that 
the conversions were done by force. III does not follow 
because this will also violate the fundamental right of 
those people who embraced Christianity.  

23. (d) I is not advisable because the statement does not say 
anything about irregularities in listing the people under 
BPL scheme.  
II does not follow. 
III is advisable because it will be helpful in reducing 
hunger deaths. 

24. (b) All follow 
25. (c) Only I and II follow 
Direction (26-30) 
26.  (b) From I: D, L or T is the tallest. 
 From II: We get T > D > L, P and H 
 Hence, from II, we get 'T' is the tallest. 
27.  (e) I, does not give clear information about the number 

of persons in the row. 
 Hence, I alone is not sufficient. The same is true for 

statement II. Statement II also alone is not sufficient.  
 Now, from I and II, we get 
 P   __     W __       __    Q 
 Total number of persons in the row 
 = 16 + 2 + 18 = 36 
28.  (d) From I and II, the shortest distance between the two 

cities is more than 21 km but less than 23 km. The 
distance between the two cities may be 21.2 km, 21.9 km, 
22.9 km....  

29. (d) We can't assume that the codes of the words are in 
the same order as the words in the sentence. Hence, 
neither I nor II alone is sufficient. 

 From I and II: We get that the code for 'pen' is either 
'krrzmn' or 'oknt'. Using both statements even together, 
we do not get the specific code for 'pen'. Hence, both the 
statements even together are not sufficient. 

30. (d) From I: Look at the three different positions of M. 
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 Since the position of M is not clear, hence, we can't get the 
specific direction of L with respect to M. 

 Similarly, II alone is not sufficient because the position of 
F can be different. 

 Using I and II even together we can't get the specific 
direction of L with respect to M. 

Direction (31-34) 
31. (a) Clearly, India has a patriarchal society. 
32. (c) Modern girls are highly educated and they have 

demolished most of the traditional myths that girls are 
inferior to boys. 

33. (c) There are many customs and traditions among the 
Hindus which weaken the position of women in India 
because India has a patriarchal society. 

34. (b) Besides traditionally bestowed low position to 
women in India, khappanchayats and frequent fatwas 
issued by Ulemas add to the discomfiture of women. 

35. (b) Pollution divests rivers of their holiness. 
Direction (36-40) 

A1 A2 A3 NAME BT BW AR 
   Rocky    
   Roney    
   Rahil    
   Rehan    
   Rohan    
   Ravin    
   Ricky    
   Ranveer    

36. (e) 
37. (c) 

38. (d) 
39. (a) 
40. (b) 
Direction (41-45) 

 
41. (b)   
42. (d)   
43. (d) 
44. (c)   
45. (d) 
Direction (46-50) 

 
46. (b) 
47. (b) 
48. (a) 
49. (e) 
50. (c) 

 


